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Our Services Include:

 General dentistry in a relaxing environment
 Nitrous oxide (laughing gas), to calm 

even the most worried
 Deep relaxation techniques
 Examine your own teeth on T.V.
 Video games, and kiddy corner
 Cosmetic solutions - crowns, bridges, 

bonding, and veneers
 Orthodontics for children and adults – 

Invisalign® Invisible “braces”
 TMJ - computerized diagnosis and 

management
 Wisdom teeth extraction
 Dentures

Email ntabbara@uwo.ca 

Web site www.drtabbara.com

Call Us For An 
Appointment 

(519) 663-9900

The Dental Office
Dr. Nabil Tabbara
163 Commissioners Road West
London, Ontario   N6J 1X9

Office Hours
Monday 8:30 am – 4:30 pm
Tuesday 1:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Wednesday 9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Thursday 10:00 am – 6:00 pm
Friday 8:00 am – 2:00 pm

The start of a new year is always 
buzzing with promises to make positive 
changes and pledges to drop bad 
habits. Weight loss, quitting smoking, 
exercise, and better eating – these 
are often among the top New Year’s 
resolutions. We’d like to suggest a 
resolution that’s guaranteed to put a 
smile on your face. Paying attention to 
how and what you eat, proper brushing, 
and taking advantage of cosmetic dental 
services are all ways to give yourself a 
brighter, whiter, and happier smile. 

A healthy attractive smile can do 
as much for your sense of self-esteem 
as any resolution. The best part is that 

you don’t have to do it all by yourself. 
We can show you how to eat and brush 
better by choosing healthy foods and 
using fluoride and soft bristles. Talk to 
us about it at your next appointment, or 
if you prefer, call us to set up something 
sooner.

We can also introduce you to some 
of the cosmetic dental services that can 
whiten dull teeth, fix gaps, chips, and 
crooked teeth, and give you the smile 
you’ve always dreamed of. Resolving 
to improve your teeth is a lot easier 
than many resolutions, and the benefits 
will give you a reason to smile and feel 
good for years to come.

New Year’s Resolutions
How about a new smile for the New Year?

New Patients Welcome



Did you know that saliva is being used to diagnose systemic illnesses, assess the 
risk of dental caries (decay), and create smart, targeted antibiotics that destroy only 
bad bacteria? Your mouth really is the gateway to your body. According to one 
survey, virtually 100% of dental professionals and physicians believe that there may 
be a link between oral health and overall health. Many are actively trying to educate 
their patients about the importance of preventing and treating gum disease. 

In the earliest stages you might not realize that you have gum disease, which is 
why regular dental exams are so important. If you have any of these symptoms, 
your dental team can treat, repair, or even reverse them. 
Do your gums feel and look puffy or tender? 
Do your gums bleed when you brush your teeth? 
Do your teeth appear long due to receding gums? 
Do you have persistent and embarrassing bad breath? 

If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, it’s important that you call your 
dental team ... and the sooner the better! The initial stage of gum disease called 
gingivitis is very treatable with home care and regular monitoring. The later stage 
called periodontitis is more serious and can lead to bone, tissue, and tooth loss. 

Why else should you call? Regular dentistry is your gateway to a smile that’s 
healthier and more attractive!

Cosmetic veneers
Sometimes people live with a 

smile they’re unhappy with because 
they think they’ll need to commit to 
braces and actually re-align their 
bite. Sometimes they’re wrong. 
Beautiful hand-sculpted porcelain 
veneers, applied to the outside 
surfaces of your teeth, can 
dramatically recontour your smile. 

Here are some smile concerns 
that can be completely concealed 
with long-lasting veneers, without 
moving your teeth...
 Teeth that overlap slightly;
 Enamel that has become worn 

or chipped; 
 Teeth that are off center;
 Teeth that are straight but have 

gaps between them;
 Edges that are too feminine or 

too masculine for your smile;  
 Teeth that are a little crooked;
 Teeth that are stained or dull 

looking.
You can turn getting it wrong 

into exactly right. Redesign your 
smile with cosmetic veneers. 

Tailored For You

Look At This!
And assess your oral health

healthier and more attractive!
smile with cosmetic veneers. 

Help On The Half-Shell
What a pearl!

What could a human and a humble mollusk possibly have in common? Each has the 
capacity for self-repair! A human bone will mend and so will a cracked oyster shell. In 
future, scientists believe oysters could help cure and even prevent diseases like 
osteoporosis and arthritis ... and help restore oral health by re-generating lost bone. 

How? Biologists are studying the way oysters generate mother-of-pearl with a strong, 
durable substance called nacre. In future it could be grafted onto human bone to release 
active molecules to induce bone remineralization. 

Wait – there’s more! Oysters that don’t produce pearls are also remarkable. They 
contain more zinc per serving than any other food, help us to maintain our sense 
of smell and taste, and may help prevent oral cancers. 

Oysters: one of nature’s true gems.

YES         NO
YES         NO
YES         NO
YES         NO



Laughter is contagious – but you already know that. Well here’s something you 
might not know! According to scientists, upbeat sounds like laughter or a happy 
huzzah trigger our brain’s smile-activation center, priming our facial muscles for an 
involuntary smile. If you’ve been resisting your natural impulses and covering up your 

smile, maybe you need a smile recharge.
Cosmetic dentistry can create eye-catching 

results quickly, comfortably, and without 
surgery. Help your inner you shine through...
   Remove those stains you’ve been trying to 
hide.
   Whiten your teeth to their most youthful, 
healthy, and glamorous best.
   Correct the appearance of gaps, chips, and 
crowding.
   Improve the shape and proportion of your 
gums and teeth.
   Make lips appear fuller and plump fine lines to 
make them less noticeable.
   Restore appearance and function to teeth that 
have been weakened or damaged by root canal 
therapy, clenching, or grinding.
   Replace older dark conspicuous fillings with 
white ones that look so natural no one will guess 

that you’ve ever needed fillings.
Not only is your mouth the first place people look 

when they meet you, but study after study has shown 
that attractive people tend to make friends more 
easily and are more likely to succeed in their careers. 

Get ready to reveal your best smile! You’re 
worth it. And before you know it, your renewed 
self-confidence will have you laugh-out-loud 
spontaneous again. 

Woo Hoo! What About You?Get 
ready 
to let 
loose 
...and 
laugh!

If a little bit is good, then a whole lot is better ... right? Wrong! 
Too much washing can worsen skin breakouts. Too much exercise 
can keep your muscles small. And too much brushing can 
damage your teeth and gums!

 Your dental team can help you to develop and maintain good 
oral health. For example... 
 You can learn about the relationship between oral and 

overall health.
 You can find out how to select the best toothbrushes.
 You can receive a demonstration on how to brush and floss 

your teeth.
 You can find out about alternative tools for your unique 

dental needs.
 You can take home special devices like plaque disclosing 

agents to improve your cleaning technique.
You can never have too much motivation – or too many smiles!

Do It The Right Way
Learn how
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Call Us For An 
Appointment 

(519) 663-9900

Predetermination
Advanced approval

Oral Health Economics
Dental treatment now will save you money

In the current economy, we all tend to prioritize where our money 
goes. It’s important that your health care remains a top priority. 
Delaying treatment can have serious consequences and end up costing 
more in the end. If you put off a dental check-up to save money, you 
may end up paying more for costly repairs in the future.

For example, deciding to delay having diagnosed fillings done 
can lead to pain, and the risk of incurring larger, more expensive 
restorations down the road. Small cavities mean smaller restorations 
with less expense and less trauma.

Untreated tooth decay can spread and require a root canal or full 
crown, both far more expensive procedures than a filling.

Delaying a crown prep treatment plan can mean cracks will continue 
to enlarge and deepen, requiring extensive repair later, and you may 
risk losing the tooth.

Gum disease, caught in early stages is easy to treat, but left for 
several months or years, can mean tooth extractions, a bridge or partial 
denture.

Cavities and gum disease contribute to serious conditions such as 
heart disease, diabetes and respiratory disease, not to mention troubled 
sleeping patterns and developmental problems in children. And for 
older adults who are keeping their teeth longer, oral health is a priority 
in preventing disease.

Good oral health makes financial sense. You will save money in the 
end, and save your health.

Welcome 
New 
Patients!
Welcome referrals!

I hope you have enjoyed 
receiving your newsletter from our 
office! We are currently welcoming 
new patients to our office, so if you 
or your co-workers, friends, or family 
members are looking for dental care, 
by all means give our office a call – 
or better yet – please come on in!

Everyone on our staff is 
committed to providing quality 
care in a comfortable environment 
and we are happy to welcome new 
patients. We will ensure that each 
patient that walks through our door 
receives the most detailed and 
professional care that you deserve 
as well as access to the latest in 
advanced technology and research – 
right here in our office.

Every day we are asked questions concerning dental insurance. Like most 
consumers nowadays, you need to know how much is covered and what is the 
balance. We’d like to answer each and every question, but the variables are endless – 
each employer negotiates employee dental plans with their own insurance company, 
resulting in hundreds of different dental plans. 

Predetermination can clarify exactly what your insurance company will cover, 
even before any dental work is started. A treatment plan is prepared by our office 
and forwarded to your insurance company. In turn, they will let you know exactly 
what their financial support will be through a letter of authorization. It is possible 
that your dental work will be just partially covered. If required, we can work out any 
additional financial arrangements.




